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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

● One (1) wireless vocal microphone with mic stand Adjust this to fit your needs 

● A reasonably sized table (with two chairs) for selling merchandise in event space, five (5) 

feet or longer preferred.  

● A sound check conducted by MsNightLyfe of Venue's sound system, at a time to be 

mutually arranged between VENUE and MsNightLyfe or their representatives. 

● Vocal Monitor (prefered, but not required) 

● One (1) music stand Adjust this to fit your needs 

● One (1) stool (if there is not a stool available, then a tall chair) Adjust this to fit your 

needs 

● Water or Wine  

 

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS:  

1. In an effort to give artist adequate time to prepare for the show, VENUE 

will provide MsNightLyfe with a green room (or other available, private 

room) and ONE (1) MEAL in the green room prior to show.  

2. VENUE will create a Facebook Event Page for this event and email event 

page to MsNightLyfe at least two weeks prior to show.  

3. In an effort to include additional members of the community in this event, 

VENUE will notify relevant campus organizations (examples: RELEVANT 

CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS LIST ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTLY RELATED 

TO YOUR ARTIST’S WORK, (I.E. SCHOOL POETRY CLUB, BLACK 

STUDENT UNION, LGBTQIA+ ORGANIZATION) **we include this to 

ensure that more organizations are aware of the event and have the 

opportunity to attend ) of this event at least two weeks prior to the event.  
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VENUE REQUIREMENTS: 

1. In an effort to ensure the safety and comfort of performance attendees of all gender 

identities, MsNightLyfe asks that restrooms at the VENUE be made gender neutral no later 

than one hour prior to the time of performance. MsNightLyfe will allow there to be both 

gendered and gender neutral bathrooms IF AND ONLY IF the gendered and gender neutral 

bathrooms will be equally accessible to attendees and within similar range of the stage (in 

other words, ‘we have a gender neutral restroom! It’s just up a flight of unlit stairs in the back of 

the venue’ doesn’t cut it), otherwise all restrooms will be made gender neutral. If the VENUE 

objects to this for any reason, and is unable or unwilling to comply with above requests, it is 

the responsibility of the VENUE to make this known to MsNightLyfe at least one (1) week prior 

to the scheduled performance, whereby MsNightLyfe will inform attendees via their website 

and social media.  

 

2. In an effort to ensure the safety and comfort of performance attendees of all abilities, 

MsNightLyfe asks that venues are made accessible to persons of different abilities,  

including but not limited to: 

● having handicap accessible parking (if parking is available) 

● having accessible ramp entrances  

● an accessible interior venue space, meaning:  

○ if it is a venue with seating, making sure there is plenty of room to maneuver 

between aisles and chairs, and no obstructions near doorways 

○ if it is a venue without seating, making sure and clearly communicating that 

there are seats available to those who might need them 

● If VENUE has access to a sign language interpreter, or live closed captioning, 

MsNightLyfe would be pleased to have these services available to patrons. If a sign 

language interpreter or live closed captioning is not possible, MsNightLyfe  will provide 

VENUE with text packets, to be printed by VENUE before the performance.  

 

If the VENUE objects to this for any reason, and is unable or unwilling to comply with above 

requests, it is the responsibility of the VENUE to make this known to MsNightLyfe  at least two 

(2) weeks prior to the scheduled performance, whereby AMsNightLyfe  will inform attendees 
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via their website and social media. If VENUE has additional accessibility accommodations, 

MsNightLyfe  requests that these also be made known to them to share with their fans.  

 

 I have fully read and agree to comply with the terms above. 

 

VENUE/VENUE CONTACT Name:________________________________________ 

Signature: _____________________________________________________________ 

Date:__________________________________________________________________ 
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